
Follow Us Online!

THE LATEST & GREATEST 
FICTION BOOKS

2023

WHAT'S
NEW?

Library Hours of Operation

SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

1:00 PM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM

WHAT'S
HOT?

More Information
www.benlib.org
reference@benlib.org
(630) 766 - 4642

Visit the Library
200 S. Church Road, Bensenville, IL 60106

JULY JULY 

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/c70764df-6561-2b48-99da-ca796a8d94e0-eng/Home?searchId=23189320&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/86d3e3ea-a557-535e-fbbd-33f1e2f04f89-eng/Home?searchId=23189365&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/a999010e-07cf-46ab-ab17-6aa22a4834d2-eng/Home?searchId=23189404&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/72d7067c-133c-6187-2049-be011fa64c4f-eng/Home?searchId=23189440&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/18c29eda-aed1-6dfe-57fd-b038fe3610a5-eng/Home?searchId=23189476&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/ead36282-883a-ac78-2e14-16cc19e295a6-eng/Home?searchId=23189523&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
http://benlib.org/


DEBUT
NOVELS

COMING SOON IN CASE YOU
MISSED IT...

The Housekeepers by Alex Hay

At the End of Every Day by Arianna Reiche

The Carnivale  of Curiousities by Aimee Gibbs

Cutting Teeth
by Chandler Baker
Darby, Mary Beth, and Rhea strive to
regain their lost identities as mothers,
but their plans are derailed when an
unsettling medical condition arises at
their children's preschool: the kids
develop a craving for blood.

The Beast You Are
by Paul Tremblay
Tremblay returns with another horror
story collection, this time gathering 15
tales- some from award-winning
anthologies and gems previously only
available in smaller outlets-all of
which will be enjoyed by long-time
fans and new readers alike. 

Nothing Special
by Nicole Flattery
In 1960s New York, aimless and
dissatisfied Mae finds purpose as a
typist in Andy Warhol's Factory, but
when her role ends, she grapples with
her identity and the blurred boundaries
between art and voyeurism in an
exploration of self-discovery.

Kala
by Colin Walsh
Three friends reunite in Kinlough after
the disappearance of their friend Kala,
but the discovery of remains leads to
more disappearances, forcing them to
confront their complicity and break the
cycle of violence in their town.

Mrs. King, an extraordinary
housekeeper with a background
of deceit and theft, recruits a
diverse group of women to seek
revenge after her dismissal.
Their audacious plan involves
robbing the grand home during
a glamorous costume ball, all
while uncovering dark secrets
and pursuing the ultimate truth.

A loyal employee of an iconic
California theme park questions
the death of a popular and
beloved Hollywood starlet on
the park grounds while two
other people with ties to the
enterprise discuss why
employees have been
disappearing.

In Victorian London, Ashe and
Pretorius' Carnivale of
Curiosities captivates the elite,
but behind the curtain, rumors
swirl of its magical proprietor.
When a dangerous proposition
arises, the troupe's fate and
dark secrets intertwine, testing
the meaning of family in a
perilous spectacle of high
stakes.

During Girls' Night, Anna goes
missing, leaving her loved ones
desperate for answers. Grace, her
childhood friend, determinedly
investigates the truth behind Anna's
disappearance, risking everything
to uncover the mystery.

In the Kentucky mountains, Honey
takes on her mother's packhorse
library route to prove her
independence, fighting against the
challenges of the treacherous
journey and the resistance of those
who doubt a woman's abilities.

Jin (Little Gods) returns with a
provocative magical realist
collection of 10 stories in which
women fall in love, grieve, and
figure out what to make of their
lives amid constant changes. Many
of these engrossing entries take
inspiration from contemporary
events such as the Covid-19
pandemic and the Trump
presidency.

COMING 7/11/23

Self-Portrait  With Ghost by Meng Jin

The Book Woman's Daughter by Kim Richardson

The Whispers by Heidi Perks

COMING 7/11/23

COMING 7/18/23

COMING 7/25/23

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3145916?searchId=23189682&recordIndex=2&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3167948?searchId=23189741&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/c5a48431-9d65-7e5b-8cfc-1677cd7a9f75-eng/Home?searchId=23189786&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/fc02c11e-36ba-363a-0480-d210a6f1ee69-eng/Home?searchId=23190000&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/9b2fe9e5-20f8-9819-d180-50b77595e69e-eng/Home?searchId=23190039&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/1295e4ea-d447-5c2a-3a51-ae58ad656b9a-eng/Home?searchId=23190089&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/2f6885f1-612b-2f5b-761a-4b667bfcbf16-eng/Home?searchId=23189916&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3157775?searchId=23189869&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3164020?searchId=23190557&recordIndex=3&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3172228?searchId=23189959&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex

